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Helen Jaksch. Fighti ng With Two Hands: A Play in One Act.
(Professor Jim Fitzmorris , Theatre)
This thesis consists of examining extensive theatrical and historical research on
actress Minnie Maddern Fiske and the theatrical conventi ons and practices of the late
nineteenth century and early twentieth century and using this material to write a one-act
play. The play I created was then given a staged reading in which I cast the actors,
designed multiple technical elements, directed, and starred. Chapter 1 focuses on the
origin of the project and the process by which it was created from the page to the stage.
Chapter 2 is the script of "Fighting with Two Hands". Chapter 3 serves as a reflection of
my experiences, what J learned during the process, and how the project will serve me as a
professional theatre artist. The thesis concludes with the examination of the theatrical
world as it stands now and accepting the challenge of a young artist to constantly
question what has come before . We study theatrical history so that Y"e can understand
where theatre has come from and how the craft stands in the present. Armed with these
insights and investigation, an artist is more capable and ready to take steps to challenge
and further his craft in the future.
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Jeremy Jordan <;Joro.

Gefilte Fish and Grits: The Role of Southern Jew in Defining
American Judaism .
(Dr. Randy J. Sparks, History; Dr. Brian J. Horowitz, Jewish
Studies)

This thesis examines Southern Jewry in the larger context of American Jewish
History. In countering the current accounts and trends in American Jewish History which
pri marily concentrate on the experience of the Jews in the North , this work seeks to place
great emphasis on the Southern Jewish experience . This focus on Southern Jewry will
supplement the current accounts of American Jewish History, as well as highlight aspects
of both Southern culture, and American History. The Introduction presents the reader
with the current trends in American Jewish History, placing Jews in the American
context, and how studying the Southern Jewish experience can complement these current
accounts . Chapter Two examines the establishment of the earliest Jewish communities in
America, viewing their development in light of the larger colonial, and ultimately ,
American society. Chapter Three highlights the birth of Reform Judaism in America, and
the 'Americanization' of the Jews in the 191h century. Chapter Four traces the growing
regional identification of Southern Jews, measuring the extent of their assi milation as a
measuring-stick of their acceptance, and their role in the recovery of the South after the
Civil War. Chapter Five explores the arrival of several million Eastern European Jewish
immigrants at the end of the 191h century, and the ways in which American JewsNorthern and Southern-and Americans viewed their arrival. Chapter Six evaluates the
effects of 'America' on American Jewry, and how reflecting on Southern Jewry can
provide a basis for reconciling these effects. This thesis concludes by asserting the
significance of Southern Jewry and the Southern Jewish experience, and how questions
of continuity in the American Jewish community can be answered in this experience.

